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WHAT EVER BECAME OF
THE EXPLICATOR?
• It's now in its eighth year and still exclusively de
voted to criticism of literature as literature. With
more readers than ever, it has become an important
influence in contemporary criticism.
•• Readers of HIKA will enjoy the brief and percep
tive analyses of poetry and fiction in THE EX
PLICATOR, which carries notes (and queries)
upon individual works, British and American, clas
sic and contemporary.
••• Contributors to recent numbers include Norman
Holmes Pearson, Ray West, Charles C. Walcutt,
William R. Parker, Grover Smith, T. O. Mabbott,
and many others.
•••• Send $1.50 to subscribe for a year. That includes
eight numbers, index, and an annual Checklist of
all explications printed elsewhere. (No wonder
our subscribers are enthusiastic!) Or ask us for a
free sample copy.
THE EXPLICATOR
Box 3024, Rivermont Station
Lynchburg, Virginia
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FIRE
by Albert Herzing
When the Carlson Spindle Co., Inc., closed down, many men
were thrown out of work. Among them was Hughie, seventeen at
the time, who at any rate had expected to be fired soon, so that
it really made little difference to him. "You awkward little son of
a bitch! his foreman had always screamed at him, when he was
only trying to help — and, actually, he was awkward in any job
(what was wanted of him? he always asked)—for, stuttering
from self-consciousness, he was only himself alone and none other,
e felt, though like many others as he brushed the unkempt hair
from his forehead and squinted at his employer — being just a son
to his parents, father who worked in the factory and mother who
kept home in a small, anonymous frame house near the tracks of the
railway, in a small county seat among plains of silence — seen always,
it seems now, in the misty haze of evening, attended by sadness
and quietude.
Thus, one autumn morning he arose early, fumbled into his
othes, and went down the stairs and out of the house.
The dawn hung long shadows over familiar lawns, and the
tenting sky hung gray and cold, half frozen with the stillness that
fn^°Ped the streets and the tracks of the railroad, that lay emedded in their cinders far beyond vision, stretching endlessly into
™e country.
Then he came to the tents and trailers in the hazy field, several
ocks from his home, meanwhile shivering within his rough woolen
s irt and faded trousers. And his awkward big red hands sank
eJper into his pockets and his head bobbled up and down on his
ea neck, his towsled and flaxen hair curling over his forehead.
And then a small man, with a white face like mottled dough,
carTle walking across an open space from the encampment of tents.
c
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During other seasons, the Carlson County fairground was only
a deserted place, abandoned to the wind and rain at the edge of the
town, with a barren grove of huge trees and, at one end, its huge
and barn-like grandstand.
But every autumn, for as long as his memory held, strangers
splashed their pavilions over the green field — as if a tourney of
knights! — or like the gaudy tents of migrant Arabs, Saracens seen
once in the movies, the stalls unfurled their banners, the desolate
fairground mushroomed into an oasis, and swarthy people from
distant places were suddenly sprung loose among them: rich and
strange, rich and strange!
There was Madame Torrida, the snake-woman, for example,
saying: "Come in here, Hughie. Come on in, honey," once after mid
night as he walked past her trailer. Then there was Presto, man of
gestures, and his black satin cape (like Dracula's), sweeping it over
his face and slinking through alleys. "Got something for you, Hughie,
muh boy," Dr. Watts said, but it was more than medicine. Enormous
Lil: "A fat chance she has of getting a husband," her barker an
nounced. Depraved Lil: "Pinch me to see if I'm real. Go ahead
Hughie. Try it just once."
Though he had thrown the requisite balls and missed the requisite
milk bottles, likely as not, he nevertheless found it a place of wonder,
consequently never tiring of rude and grimy companionships, jolting
rides, and happy fists unexpectedly clinched into his.
With flaxen hair and wondering eyes, he had walked awkwardly
and with delight among booths and tents, and it made little difference
to him that each year the same features returned: the fellows and
spill the milk, ring the gong, bait the bear and harry the duck, but
topple the chubby boy into the chilly tub.
. . . Where he was concerned, this could never stale.
And now he was handyman there!
Now, by seven o'clock each evening, the tiers across the track
slowly became filled with people, settling into their places under the
kleigs, as the throngs of the holy on judgment day, seeming as
strangely unfamiliar to him then, the people, as were those dark
ones who operated the stalls and concessions.
Those of the grandstand were also those of the fairway: younjj
men and little girls, farmhands, men from the city, "bunnies an^
"skunks": but now being so minute and far away that the soun^d of
their voices seemed no louder than the rush of wind through autumn
branches.
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At this time, his duties being done for the moment, he would
lounge over to Mr. Xastril's dressing room, knocking and being
admitted. For it was Mr. Xastril, the clown, small and pale, who had
come to him the first morning, and who had secured him his position,
resembling none of the people Hughie had ever known before.
Without his grease paint, Mr. Xastril was a different man from
what he was when he wore it. Behind his mask, he seemed gay; but
otherwise, dressed in a plain, faded business suit, his delicate features
downturned into a sadness and reverie (as though he were dreaming
of something far elsewhere) that by its very gentleness attracted
Hughie and the others.
Their relationship was always a delicate and gentle affair, measured by silences more often than speech.
Thus, when the clown spoke at all, it was only to speak of the
fair. So at nightfall, when Hughie had come to his wagon, during
the ritual of putting his faces on, he would tell Hughie, who sat
clumsy and wide-eyed, the truth about that dark, Arabian world
into which he was plunged, and his voice would drone, hum and
drone, through the stillness and late dimness of dusk.
Meanwhile, he would be pasting on, from one small ear to
another, a ludicrous white smile, rendering him, once he had also
tilted his eyebrows up, an expression of almost maniacal glee, with
the long shadows in the ill-illumined wagon crossing his insaneseeming mask like fingers.
• • . Until, when he had adjusted his grease paint, they saw it
time to begin; and, descending from the wagon, they walked
across the field till they came to the platform.
During the acts themselves, Hughie stood well in the back
ground, away in the semi-shadows, watching with a slight feeling
disgust, a feeling new to him, the sword swallower and the
others attempting their feeble tricks.
To see the clown, however, a small lithe ball of color, pirouette
and wheel under the kleigs, seeming so tinsel-brittle and yet so agile,
t at was new, all new. Bouncing a ball to the seal, slaphappy,
^heeling about, yet with perfect precision, Mr. Xastril seemed
gay and small a figure, abstracted away from the world, turning
under the light like dust in a sunbeam, the light falling as though
fom a great height, presaging futures, cycles of years. Hughie
stared, himself absorbed in the reverie of the clown, himself caught
UP in the motion.
Was
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But he hadn't noticed, no one had seen it coming, that the
coiled gasoline barrel by which he was standing, used to inflame
the water of the tub into which Darlene dived at her act's end,
nobody knew how, suddenly went whoosh and splattered beautiful
yellow flame in all directions, like a yellow custard or pie in an act.
Brought suddenly into prominence, everything rushed him at
once, and his senses lept to the top of his mind, hearing a long
a-a-a-h of satisfaction and admiration from the audience, as in an
arena when the lions are entering. The babble, the rushing of flames,
hearing a voice: "A bit hot under the collar, I'd imagine." But
bewilderment turned to pain for him as his mouth, trembling, at last
broke into a shout, followed by shout on shout, and the heat closed
in like a wall.
Incendiary fever shivered his body, wrapt in a vest and girdle of
flames.
He was still ignorant as to what was happening to him, but They
think it's part of the act! They think it's part of the act!" the clown
repeated in distraction, his mouth a huge white smile pasted from ear
to ear.
Hughie stood like a martyred sacrifice, like burning leaves, trying
to slip the flame from him like a hairshirt, girdle, having to watch
the light in his eyes, standing in sawdust.
He yelled, "Something is going to happen to me!" hysterically,
and the clown repeated (he had heard the voice before, or felt he
would hear it again), "They think it's part of the act!" smiling at
him and crying distractedly, and Hughie felt himself tumbling,
being crumbled inwards, till his (burning) face met the sawdust,
and he felt himself being rolled over and over by the grinning clown.
Hughie was being trammeled now, his body beaten upon like a
tub, huge, awkward, half-dead.
Finally, before losing awareness, he felt the life-saving pummels,
remote, thudding dully, his mouth full of sawdust. Dull smoke, as
from a pile of green limbs, erupted sombrely from his charred
denims, twisting in huge greasy ccvls from the limbs of his bodyThen as the light popped out, one last roar from the stands,
a remote roar of approval, far and distant, like waves on a shore,
like the roaring heard in a seashell: cowbells.
When Hughie awoke at length, it was to a white room with
red roses at the white side of his bed, and he could smell the sickly,
metallic odors of medicine winding among the roses, and, when
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he tried to raise himself, discovered that his frame, big and awkward,
was swaddled mummy-like within prohibitive bandages.
Soon after, the mayor arrived, bringing a gentleman from the
press and a representative from the ladies' club, who held up before
him the newspaper clippings which showed that it had all been an
accident. Then the clown was brought in, nervous and ill-at-ease
among the brisk, smiling people who crowded the cubicle with the
arrogance of statues. When he was led to the bedside, a colorless,
meek man in a faded Sunday suit, the two stared guiltily at one
another without quite knowing what to say, minimized by the
apparent size of the people.
Grin, Hughie. Grin, Mr. Xastril," the photographer demanded,
and the important people, looming like wilful giants, clucked their
approval.
When the flashbulb went off, grinning foolishly, uneasily into
each other s face, the two friends saw that, despising one another,
they really had nothing to say.
Then the mayor shook Mr. Xastril's hand, after which he then
dismissed him again.
Hughie sank back, awkward and self-conscious in the white room
with its people, and roses smelling of medicine. It was all right to
point out that it was all a mistake.
But he remembered how they had laughed, how they had clapped.
At the point of tears, he waited angrily and impatiently, mis
trusting them, for the time when they would leave him to solitude
again.

Y-
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PEEP SHOW

Could I but pin you less on walls of air
(Their sightless corners ripped), here cooks
Green grease, his own, in last lair the groundhog.
And the sun, fat thumb on glistening skewer, turns.
If I would invest, in you some force of heat,
Hope in distinct corruption (looked at),
Boiling instinct, furnace cracked with get
Gains almost mystic, sheds eristic maggots.
Dissolution turbid, putrid (the thing seethes)
Girders, cribwork, guts and all contracting,
In demented violence, Creation distending
Rounds the eyes O Sun, O Sorrow, O Horror.
Such stature frights events to be itself,
Seems nothing fixed till time is out of the joints.
Absolute shell and disease of growth, say
Tongueless, lecteur, wherefrom North points.
So this seeping matrix turned to you.
Its gristed pebbles still in work agleam,
The bitter glues a bow-gut fighting force
Come sullen up the strong mountain bone;
Mass disintegrate, that seemed to dance,
Transition as the dancer's, real as shadow,
So. Sun long since made the world too small.
I saw your hawk-like face in it all.
I beheld, and lived the antique dream.
Stench hissed, like a factory making meat
Will assuage the hunger of him who wills to live;
And nostrils plucked, to bind those horrent stems,
A fierce love-gift, that's given by honest men.
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To old experiment the patient animal
(Blue sonnant; Somnus, green; ruffian red)
Looks like astral order and chaos blent.
I fixed you on a wall where no wall was,
No you, nor I, no action, fixings, no pins.
Sheer nothing, pure as anything. Have pity
Pain can be so perfect, pure, and clear.
Nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing, nothing.
Such is the whole world, when everything is clear.
A sapling standing the sky is a hard one.
Transparency is death, the darling zero.
White is for paper, on which nothing is written.
For the candle unlit, for the bed sheets unwarm.
For my true love in her shroud by a white mouse bitten,
Or in the theater, in a mink coat, out of the storm.
In solemn river force upstarts again
Harsh, tender life that makes all mortals weep.
But could we mate with it, to be
Steadfast in action, in silence free.
—Richard Eberhart

NOTE

The poem was composed in the mid-thirties and has been withheld from pubIt is one of my "hard" poems, which I like so to designate. I had thought
^ometime, with even greater perspective of time, to print a group of these and try,
°m the evidence of the words, disinterestedly, to learn something about the relation of
a poet to his time.
lication.

°r surely, on first look, this is turgid, unreadable verse. It has a style and compression from which time has allowed me to escape. It cares more for an individualistic
ut than it does for communication to a known society. To read this poem now shows
^
t poet did not know to whom he was writing (except to himself). In a frenzy
ec«sitated by savagery of the times he had forced his feelings into a new, complex form.
While this poem seems unsociable from a mature point of view, it has innate rhythms
peculiar nature and may be enjoyed if one can command enough solitude to make it
own. Try reading it twenty times. It may be more rewarding than some poems more
it * ^ commun'cable» but its principal interest to me is to record how nearly impossible
now to write anything like it. The title was added later as an irony. — R. E.
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THE ENEMY AND THE FRIEND:
VIRGINIA WOOLF'S Mrs. Dalloway
by George banning
Virginia Woolf's body of work is just that: a single body or unit.
One might read only To the Lighthouse, which some critics feel is
her best novel, and come away with a clear idea of what the values
were in life as she saw it. Or one might pick up The Waves, that
monument of technical perfection, and come away with the same
understanding; or Between the Acts, that book of hers which,
published posthumously, seems to some of us her greatest achieve
ment and the greatest testimony she has left to the power of prose to
achieve the economy and lyricism of prosody. I have not mentioned
yet The Years', no one likes The Years. But the day may come —
strange twists are always occurring in literary criticism — when this
novel, considered a tedious failure, will find some champion who
will tell us that, on the contrary, it is her greatest work, and will tell
us why. At any rather, we should get even from The Years some clear
idea of what she thought about life. But all these are books of her
middle and later periods; by the time they came along she had
established not only her theory that life is like a "semi-transparent
envelope" through which man perceives not very much, but her
own method of stream-of-consciousness and her own highly individ
ual prose style. There is a book that came before these which
marks her departure from the traditional form of her first novel,
The Voyage Out, and the experimental groping of the novels that
immediately followed it. I mean Mrs. Dalloway, where we find
Virginia Woolf in complete control of her style, her subject matter,
her philosophy. It is the culmination of a good many years of effort
on its creator's part, and it is the first to illustrate fully Virginia
Woolf's idea of how a novel ought to be written, and what one
ought to put into it.
Mrs. Dalloway is hard to read, but not so hard as some of the
later books. As in To the Lighthouse, The Waves, Between the Acts,
Virginia Woolf is concerned here with love — she wrote as well
about love in all its aspects, I suppose, as any novelist we have had
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so far in this century; and she is concerned here also with the vast
disparity between the life of passion and the life of detachment, and
with the question of how these two equally important aspects of life
can be "connected" (perhaps they cannot?). Here, too, we find her
talking a good deal about intuition, and about the difference between
reality and appearance, and about tradition and the class system. And
we find her looking squarely at death, and at madness, and at the
quality of terror that runs, a dark thread, through the lives of
most of us.
To talk only about the novel, and not about the author, is to omit
a good deal of material which, though it may not be relevant to an
evaluation of the text itself, can sometimes clear up certain obscur
ities, explain why the author chose certain subjects, certain areas of
action. I do not feel that one has any very clear view of Virginia
Woolf unless one knows certain facts about her life: that she was
insane several times, and took her life in 1941 because she feared
the return of her old madness; that she and her husband, Leonard
Woolf, were at the center of the so-called "Bloomsbury Group,"
which included also such diverse talents as Clive Bell, Roger Fry,
E. M. Forster, V. Sackville-West, Rosamund Lehmann, Lytton
Strachey; that she was descended from a relatively distinguished
family (her father was Sir Leslie Stephen, editor of The Dictionary of
National Biography; and his first wife had been Thackeray's daugh
ter) ; that she was influenced in her work by Proust and probably by
Joyce, and in her life by Victoria Sackville-West (about whom she
wrote a book called Orlando); and that — it is a curious thing to say
at this moment of history — she was a lady, insisted that the fact be
recognized, and said, not perhaps in so many words, that if ladies
were shortly to become extinct, it was all the more important that
this last of them get down on paper what her own vision of life was.
Mrs. Baines, the clothier's wife, might write a better and more
lasting novel, but she would not write the same kind of novel, or
about the same things, because Mrs. Baines could not herself ever
be, by any stretch of the imagination, a lady.
So in considering Airs. Dalloway the reader may do well to keep
in mind these facts external to the novel itself: that the author had
herself been mad, as is Septimus Warren Smith in these pages; that
Mrs. Woolf, like Clarissa Dalloway, was a lady; and that both
creator and created moved in that charmed circle, the British upper
middle class, which the present Labour Government has done its best,
since the War, to exterminate.
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II
Mrs. Dalloway begins on a morning in June with the preparations
for Clarissa Dalloway's party at her house in Westminster; it ends
with the party in full swing. That is the framework of the novel,
but for its "middle" — its substance — we shall have to look else
where. The book is concerned not with the party and its possible
success or failure; it is concerned with Mrs. Dalloway, and her
husband Richard, and her old suitor Peter Walsh; and with Septimus
Warren Smith and his wife Rezia, and a number of lesser characters.
The action occurs in one day, and what Mrs. Woolf is trying to give
us, I think, is a particular vision of reality. Here are these people, she
says. What are they? What do they mean, what do their lives mean?
Time broods over the story — I shall have more to say on this point
later — but it is not time in chronological order. Mrs. Dalloway might
almost be described as a fugue in time, in which time past, time
present, time future are interwoven. The past discharges its meaning
into the present — and what is the present? Perhaps it is only a
moment between the past and the future. Mrs. Dalloway presents a
series of these "moments" — Joyce called them "epiphanies' —in
which various characters — Peter, Septimus, Clarissa — perceive
briefly "the real." And what is the real? Virginia Woolf admits her
self that she does not know. Perhaps it is sufficient for one to
glimpse, if only momentarily, some pattern underlying the external
disorder of life.
Mrs. Dalloway is what Mr. Warren and Mr. Wellek, in Theor)
of Literature, call a "self-reflexive" novel;1 which means, they tell
us, that it is an example of a kind of "contemplative stasis." Time,
in such a novel, is crystallized and yet is fluid, and Virginia Woolf s
method of conveying the moment passing and the moment eternalized
I shall take up shortly.
The above remarks have been made by way of a preface. I have
broken up what I have to say specifically about the novel into two
parts: the first, some of Mrs. Woolfs techniques, and the second,
what part of the "meaning" of the work seems to be.
Ill
Mrs. Dalloway is not written from a single point of view. We
have first the viewpoint of Clarissa; but this is not sufficient. We
cannot know all that we need to know about her if we look only
1. Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Literature. New York (Harcourt, Brace and Co.)>
1949; p. 222.
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through her own eyes. Hence there is a shift. We see her through
Peter Walsh's eyes, through the eyes of her husband, of Scrope Purvis
a neighbor (this last a fleeting glimpse), of Miss Kilman — malevo
lent and impoverished — and even, a little, through the eyes of
Elizabeth, Clarissa s daughter, and of Lady Bruton, with whom
Richard goes to lunch on this day — a lady arrogant, uninformed,
but positive; the female prototype of another character, Sir William
Bradshaw, who serves as a physical link between the separate narratives of Mrs. Dalloway and Septimus Warren Smith.
Through the viewpoint of each major character, as David Daiches
says, Mrs. Woolf presents "the individual "stream of consciousness'
as compounded of retrospect and anticipation (anticipation de
pending on and produced by retrospect, with the present moment
simply the flow of one into the other). By doing this," he adds, "she
can follow a character back into his past without expanding the
dironological limits of the story."2 Let us see how this method works
in practice. Mrs. Dalloway begins with Clarissa preparing to go buy
flowers for her party:
Mrs. Dalloway said she would buy the flowers herself.
For Lucy had her work cut out for her. The doors would be taken off
their hinges; Rumpelmayer's men were coming. And then, thought Clarissa
Dalloway, what a morning — fresh as if issued to children on a beach.
What a lark! What a plunge! For so it had always seemed to her, when,
w'th a little squeak of the hinges, which she could hear now, she had burst
open the French windows and plunged at Bourton into the open air. How
resh, how calm, stiller than this of course, the air was in the early morning;
like the flap of a wave; the kiss of a wave; chill and sharp and yet (for a
girl of eighteen as she then was) solemn, feeling as she did, standing there
at the open window, that something awful was about to happen . . . standing
looking until Peter Walsh said, "Musing among the vegetables?" — was
that it? — "I prefer men to cauliflowers" — was that it?. . . Peter Walsh,
wh h°U'^ ^
^ from India one of these days, June or July, she forgot
Thus Clarissa, compounding the past (that long-ago morning
Bourton which is like this morning in London, that long-ago
conversation with Peter) with the future (Peter's return from India,
he party, the excitement that lies ahead). It is worthwhile noting
now carefully Mrs. Woolf controls her stream-of-consciousness.
Unlike Joyce she wishes to leave the reader in no doubt as to who is
^peaking, and so we have such interjections as these: "which she could
ear now," "for a girl of eighteen as she then was."
at

1 r

Oa\j,j Daiches. Virginia Woolf, New York (New Directions); 1942, p. 63.
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And here is Richard Dalloway compounding past and future in
his thoughts of Clarissa:
But he would tell Clarissa that he loved her, in so many words. He had,
once upon a time, been jealous of Peter Walsh; jealous of him and Clarissa.
But she had often said to him that she had been right not to marry Peter
Walsh; which, knowing Clarissa, was obviously true; she wanted support.
Not that she was weak; but she wanted support.
As for Buckingham Palace [which Richard is passing at this moment on
his return from Lady Bruton's] . . . you can't deny it a certain dignity, he
considered, nor despise what does, after all, stand to millions of people
... for a symbol, absurd though it is; a child with a box of bricks could
have done better, he thought; looking at the memorial to Queen Victoria
(whom he could remember in her horn spectacles driving through Kensing
ton), its white mound, its billowing motherliness; but he liked being ruled
by the descendant of Horsa; he liked continuity; and the sense of handing on
the traditions of the past. It was a great age in which to have lived. Indeed, his
own life was a miracle; let him make no mistake about it; here he was, in the
prime of life, walking to his house in Westminster to tell Clarissa that he
loved her. Happiness is this he thought.
And Peter Walsh, standing, looking at Clarissa in her drawingroom:
Here she is mending her dress; mending her dress as usual, he thought:
here she's been sitting all the time I've been in India; mending her dress;
playing about; going to parties; running to the House and back and all that,
he thought, growing more and more irritated, more and more agitated, for
there's nothing in the world so bad for some women as marriage, he thought;
and politics; and having a Conservative husband, like the admirable Richard.
And finally, to round out our view of Clarissa, here are the
thoughts of Miss Kilman, Elizabeth's tutor, who hates Mrs. Dalloway
and wishes to draw Elizabeth away from her, to bring Elizabeth to
Miss Kilman's God:
She was poor . . . degradingly poor. Otherwise she would not be taking
jobs from people like the Dalloways; from rich people, who liked to be kind.
Mr. Dalloway, to do him justice, had been kind. But Mrs. Dalloway had not.
She had been merely condescending. She came from the most worthless ot
all classes — the rich, with a smattering of culture. They had expensive things
everywhere; pictures, carpets, lots of servants. She considered that she had
a perfect right to anything that the Dalloways did for her. . . .
She did not envy women like Clarissa Dalloway; she pitied them.
She pitied and despised them from the bottom of her heart. . . .With al
this luxury going on, what hope was there for a better state of things. Instea
of lying on a sofa— "My mother is resting," Elizabeth had said — she shoul
have been in a factory; behind a counter; Mrs. Dalloway and all the other
fine ladies!
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Just as we cannot know all about Mrs. Dalloway by viewing her
through her own eyes, so we cannot know all about the other major
characters simply through their own thoughts, or even through what
each thinks of the other. We must have an additional point of view,
that of the omniscient author. Here is Virginia Woolf taking up the
narrative, shedding new light on — in this case — the embittered
Miss Kilman:
Bitter and burning, Miss Kilman had turned into a church two years
three months ago. She had heard the Rev. Edward Whittaker preach; the boys
sing, had seen the solemn lights descend, and whether it was the music, or
the voices (she herself when alone in the evening found comfort in a violin;
hut the sound was excruciating; she had no ear), the hot and turbulent feelings
which boiled and surged in her had been assuaged as she sat there, and she
had wept copiously, and gone to call on Mr. Whittaker at his private house
in ensington. It was the hand of God, he said. The Lord had shown her
the way. So now, whenever the hot and painful feelings boiled within her,
this hatred of Mrs. Dalloway, this grudge against the world, she thought
or God. She thought of Mr. Whittaker. Rage was succeeded by calm. A sweet
savour filled her veins, her lips parted, and, standing formidable upon the
andmg in her mackintosh, she looked with steady and sinister serenity at
Mrs. Dalloway, who came out with her daughter.

It is partly the extreme, cruel objectivity of this paragraph that
tells us whose viewpoint it is being written from: the "excruciating"
sound of the violin (Miss Kilman would scarcely go on playing it
» she herself found the sound excruciating); the "hatred of Mrs.
Dalloway (Miss Kilman believes that she pities Clarissa). Partly,
too, it is the reportorial way that the paragraph begins: "Bitter
and burning, Miss Kilman [Miss Kilman would not call herself
y name] had turned into a church two years three months ago."
And finally it is the ironic juxtaposition of certain sentences that tells
us Virginia Woolf is speaking: "So now, whenever the hot and
painful feelings boiled within her . . . she thought of God." And
I en: She thought of Mr. Whittaker." And then: "Rage was suc
ceeded by calm."
It is sometimes difficult to tell when a character's viewpoint is
succeeded by the author s (I purposely chose the above paragraph as
at seemed to me a good example of this difficulty), and one may
ask why this is so. I think we can answer this question by asking and
en answering this larger question: why are the obvious, abrupt
s "ts in point of view never disconcerting? Our answer lies in part
the fact that the book is the kind of book it is: that is, selfr
xive. The mood in which it is written is the subjective mood;
II ,s> as Mr. Daiches says, "that of the observer, the author herself,
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even when it pretends to be that of the character.' ! This is not the
whole answer, however, for Mrs. Woolf is a skilled craftsman and
some more of the answer lies in the technique of the novel itself.
For instance, generally when a clock strikes in Mrs. Dalloway, it
means that the author is going to move from one character to another.
Mr. Daiches tells us that Mrs. Woolf also means by the tolling of
a clock to emphasize "the moment of time in virtue of which these
disparate individuals are related. Characters," he goes on to say,
"are related to each other by existing contemporaneously, by co
existence in time: moments of time are related to each other by
coexistence within the retrospecting mind of the individual."4 This
last device, the relation of moments of time, we have seen illustrated
in the streams-of-consciousness of Clarissa and Peter and Miss
Kilman and Richard. Now let us see how the tolling of the clocks
is put to use; Richard is thinking:
Happiness is this he thought.
It is this, he said, as he entered Dean's Yard. Big Ben was beginning to
strike, first the warning, musical; then the hour, irrevocable. Lunch parties
waste the entire afternoon, he thought, approaching his door.
The sound of Big Ben flooded Clarissa's drawing-room, where she sat,
ever so annoyed, at her writing-table; worried; annoyed. It was perfectly
true that she had not asked Ellie Henderson to her party; but she had done
it on purpose. Now Mrs. Marsham wrote "she had told Ellie Henderson she
would ask Clarissa — Ellie so much wanted to come."
Another device is the introduction of an object which is seen by
a great many people: a motor car, an aeroplane. Like the tolling
of the clock, which marks the moment and whose leaden circles
dissolve in the air, expanding further and further, as if one had
dropped a stone into a pool, the effect of the motor car or the aero
plane spreads, and because of this device we are given a chance to
see more of London — of this moment in June — than we would
if the action were restricted solely to the principal characters. As
Mrs. Dalloway stands in the florist's shop a motor car passes. Is
it the Queen's, the Prime Minister's, the Prince of Wales's? We
follow in its wake:
Edgar J. Watkiss, with his roll of lead piping round his arm, said audibly,
humorously of course: "The Proime Minister's kyar." ...
.
Moll Pratt with her flowers on the pavement wished the dear boy wel
(it was the Prince of Wales for certain) and would have tossed the price o
a pot of beer — a bunch of roses — into St. James's Street out of sheer
3. Daiches, op. cit.; p. 50.
4. Ibid.; p. 65.
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light headedness and contempt of poverty had she not seen the constable's
eye upon her, discouraging an old Irishwoman's loyalty. . . .
A small crowd meanwhile had gathered at the gates of Buckingh am
Palace. . . . The Prince lived at St. James's; but he might come along in the
morning to visit his mother.
So Sarah Bletchley said with her baby in her arms . . . keeping her eyes
on the Mall, while Emily Coates ranged over the Palace windows and thought
of the housemaids, the innumerable housemaids, the bedrooms, the innumer
able bedrooms. . . . Little Mr. Bowley, who had rooms in the Albany and
was sealed with wax over the deeper sources of life but could be unsealed
suddenly, inappropriately, sentimentally, by this sort of thing — poor women
waiting to see the Queen go past — poor women, nice little children, orphans,
widows, the War — tut-tut — actually had tears in his eyes.
Then the aeroplane is introduced, and the narrative spreads
across more of London — because a plane can go farther, faster, than
a car. (I think we should note that Mrs. Woolf's narrative devices
are always eminently practical; they are directed toward telling us
the most about the moment with the greatest possible economy.)
Suddenly Mrs. Coates looked up into the sky. The sound of an aeroplane
bored ominously into the ears of the crowd. . . . Everyone looked up. Drop
ping dead down the aeroplane soared straight up, curved in a loop, raced,
sank, rose, and whatever it did, wherever it went, out fluttered behind it a
white smoke which curled and wreathed upon the sky in
lett^ fU^e<^ ^ar
Glaxo," said Mrs. Coates in a strained, awe-stricken voice. . . .
Kreemo," murmured Mrs. Bletchley. . . . With his hat held out per
fectly still in his hand, Mr. Bowley gazed straight up. . . .
It had gone; it was behind the clouds. . . . Then suddenly as a train
comes out of a tunnel the aeroplane rushed out of the clouds again, the sound
boring into the ears of all people in the Mall, in the Green Park, in Piccadilly,
>n Regent Street, in Regent's Park, and the bar of smoke curved behind and it
dropped down, and it soared up and wrote one letter after another — but what
word was it writing?
There is still a third narrative device, which consists in Mrs.
Woolf's use of the conjunctions "and," "for," "but." These words,
Mr. Daiches says, do not "indicate a strict logical sequence, at least
not In . . . popular usage, but... suggest a relationship which is
least half-logical."5 They indicate, he says, "the inexplicable halflogic of reverie."61 think we might say, more simply, that they give us
me sense of thoughts preceding those which we are directly shown.
Ine use of the conjunction "for" in the second paragraph of the
book may serve as an example of this "half-logic of reverie":
'• Daiches, op. cit.; p. 71.
"»<• P. 72.
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Mrs. Dalloway said she would buy the flowers herself.
For Lucy had her work cut out for her. . . .
The "for" here suggests a whole series of plans and conversations
which have preceded this moment; Lucy has her tasks to do; they fill
her day; someone must do the flowers; Mrs. Dalloway will do them.
Imagine the novel opening this way, with a more or less detailed
account of what has transpired between mistress and maid:
"Rumpelmayer's men are coming," said Mrs. Dalloway. "The doors have
got to be taken off their hinges."
"Yes, Ma'am," said Lucy, "and what about the flowers?"
"Oh, dear, yes," — Clarissa frowned — "the flowers; and they must be
seen to while the florist has any sort of selection. Well, I shall have to buy
them myself. And Lucy
"Yes, Mrs. Dalloway?"
"The silver had better be polished this morning, so it can be washed a
few times to get the taste of the polish off; and you'll have to wash the china,
too. And the linen will have to be got out. You'll see to all that? And
Elizabeth must be fed something. Tell cook. .
And on and on. I hope this example — I have made it up my
self — will show how much can be got across to the reader by a
simple conjunction, used as Mrs. Woolf does, with the explanations
coming after the fact, and not impeding but forwarding the narra
tive.
Mrs. Dalloway is really two stories in one. I have previously
been concerned with Mrs. Dalloway herself and her circle, and I
shall have more to say about them later; but now I will turn to
Septimus Warren Smith and his wife Rezia. Septimus has been
shell-shocked in the first World War; he has returned to London
with his young wife. He is despondent; he has threatened suicide.
Septimus' fate goes spiraling down through this day in June as
Clarissa's fate goes spiraling up to the peak which is reached at her
party. In the Modern Library edition of this novel, Mrs. Woolf
states in an Introduction that Septimus had no existence in the first
draft, and that Mrs. Dalloway was to kill herself or perhaps simply
to die (she has a weak heart) at the end of her party. But this is
a novel which is concerned with the Essential dichotomy in man — the
split between reason and emotion — and in the person of Clarissa
alone Mrs. Woolf could not show what would happen to one who
followed the life of reason too far, and also what would happen to
one who kept some grasp on the life of passion. So a double for
Clarissa was called for, and that double is Septimus Warren SmithSeptimus illustrates not only what might have happened to Clarissa
had she not had someone like Peter Walsh to remind her of love
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and passion; he also illustrates what can happen to the highly
sensitive personality when it is deprived of wealth, position, property,
influence for Mrs. Woolf never forgets or disregards the power
of the almighty god Money. Clarissa Dalloway, because she has
position and a good many guineas to back it up, can ascend; but
Septimus cannot, for he is poor and he is a nobody; he must die;
and die he does; and in death is his only victory. It perhaps seems
a poor victory to everyone except Rezia, his wife; it even seems so
at first to Clarissa, who wonders irritably why talk of a young man's
suicide must be brought to her pleasant party.
Septimus and Clarissa are doubles, then: facets of the same
reasonable personality. They are both the artist — they are both
Virginia Woolf, we must remember — the artist intuiting, per
ceiving, not knowing the real, perhaps, but recognizing the existence
of it; but Septimus has gone a step further than Mrs. Dalloway; he
has crossed that fine line between extraordinary reasonableness and
insanity. Love cannot bring Septimus back; that he has in the person
of Rezia. Sympathy and understanding might restore him, but these
he has not. He is doomed at the hands of Sir William Bradshaw, the
great doctor, who will put him away for a while in a pleasant rest
home. Sir William is Virginia Woolf's portrait of the kind of
man hard, come up the hard way, unfeeling, but eminently re
spectable who, she thinks, does untold damage to mankind.
Worshipping proportion Sir William not only prospered himself, but
made England prosper, secluded her lunatics, forbade childbirth, penalised
espair, made it impossible for the unfit to propagate their views until they,
oo, shared his sense of proportion — his, if they were men, Lady Bradshaw's,
i they were women (she embroidered, spent four nights out of seven at
°(^eJw^h her son), so that not only did his colleagues respect him, his
subordinates fear him, but the friends and relations of his patients felt for him
e keenest gratitude for insisting that these prophetic Christs and Christesses, who prophesied the end of the world, or the advent of God, should
<mnk milk in bed, as Sir William ordered.

Of Sir William, Mr. Bernard Blackstone says, "The evil Sir
illiam can do is rendered all the more horrible by the consideration
t at he is technically a healer; that society looks up to him, rewards
im, and fails to look below the surface. He is the product, that is,
0 spiritual apathy, of ignorance, of the brute weight of
non-awareness that afflicts our twentieth-century world. We live all the time in
f e realm of appearances. We worship power, and distrust pity
fv; /n^"tion. We send the Septimus Warren Smiths to the Sir
William Bradshaws."7
f^rnard Blackstone, Virginia Woolf, New York (Harcourt, Brace and Co.), 1949; p. 84.
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Septimus must die. But by doing so he triumphs. Without money
or friends or influence he has still escaped Sir William and Holmes,
another doctor of Sir William's type:
Holmes was coming upstairs. Holmes would burst open the door. Holmes
would say "In a funk, eh?" Holmes would get him. But no; not Holmes;
not Bradshaw. Getting up rather unsteadily, hopping indeed from foot to
foot, he considered Mrs. Filmer's nice clean bread knife. . . . Ah, but one
mustn't spoil that. That gas fire? But it was too late now. Holmes was coming.
Razors he might have got, but Rezia . . . had packed them. There remained
only the window, the large Bloomsbury-lodging house window, the tiresome,
the troublesome, and rather melodramatic business of opening the window
and throwing himself out. It was their idea of tragedy, not his or Rezia s
(for she was with him). Holmes and Bradshaw like that sort of thing. (He
sat on the sill.) But he would wait till the very last moment. He did not want
to die. Life was good. The sun hot. Only human beings — what did they
want? Coming down the staircase opposite an old man stopped and stared at
him. Holmes was at the door. "I'll give it you!" he cried, and flung himself
vigorously, violently down on to Mrs. Filmer's area railings.
"The coward!" cried Dr. Holmes, bursting the door open. Rezia ran to
the window, she saw; she understood.
But Septimus lives on, in a sense; through Clarissa he exists, and
to Clarissa's house he comes that night, a name on Sir Williams
tongue; and Clarissa, suddenly, does not like Sir William. She
intuits the danger of such men. This flash of intuition is her justi
fication, her reason for being in a novel, and, Mrs. Woolf would
say, the reason for there being her kind of women in life. If
this young man had gone to him," Clarissa thinks, "and Sir William
had impressed him . . . with his power, might he not then have
said (indeed she felt it now), Life is made intolerable; they make
life intolerable, men like that?"
It is significant that in describing these two facets of the same
personality — the personality of the artist — Mrs. Woolf has seen fit
to embody one in a woman, the other in a man. This is because,
apparently, she fells that in the artist there is of necessity something
hermaphroditic. Clarissa thinks:
She could not resist sometimes yielding to the charm of a woman, not a
girl, of a woman confessing some scrape, come folly. And whether it was pity,
or their beauty, or that she was older, or some accident . . . she did un
doubtedly then feel what men felt. Only for a moment; but it was enough. Ij
was a sudden revelation, a tinge like a blush which one tried to check and
then, as it spread, one yielded to its expansion, and rushed to the farthest
verge and there quivered and felt the world come closer, swollen with
some astonishing significance, some pressure of rapture, which split its thin
skin and gushed and poured with an extraordinary alleviation over the
cracks and sores! Then, for that moment, she had seen an illumination; a
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match burning in a crocus; an inner meaning almost expressed. But the
close withdrew; the hard softened. It was over — the moment.
Thus the artist, hermaphroditic, experiencing the moment, which
means — what ?
Finally, in this discussion of techniques, we turn to the leit-motiv
of the novel, which is the song from Cymbelene, beginning:
Fear no more the heat o' the sun
Nor the furious winter's rages;
Thou thy worldly task hast done,
Home art gone, and ta'en thy wages.
Golden lads and girls all must,
As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.
The first line of the song occurs at different moments to Clarissa
and to Septimus, and serves as a further link between the two
narratives. And Clarissa's thoughts at one time during the day
presage Septimus' fate:
Quiet descended on her, calm, content, as her needle, drawing the silk
smoothly to its gentle pause, collected the green folds together and attached
them, very lightly, to the belt. So on a summer's day waves collect, over
balance, and fall; collect and fall; and the whole world seems to be saying
that is all" more and more ponderously, until even the heart in the body
which lies in the sun on the beach says too, That is all. Fear no more, says
the heart. Fear no more, says the heart, committing its burden to some sea,
which sighs collectively for all sorrows, and renews, begins, collects, lets fall.
And the body alone listens to the passing bee; the waves breaking; the dog
barking, far away barking and barking.
while just before his death Septimus thinks:
The sound of water was in the room and through the waves came the
voices of birds singing. Every power poured its treasures on his head, and
his hand lay there on the back or the sofa, as he had seen his hand lie when he
was bathing, floating, on the top of the waves, while far away on shore he
heard dogs barking and barking far away. Fear no more, says the heart in the
body; fear no more.
He was not afraid. At every moment Nature signified by some laughing
hint like that gold spot which went round the wall — there, there, there — her
determination to show . . . her meaning.
IV
So we come at last to "meaning." It is the moment that counts,
the moment of perception when the heart fears no more; this moment
comes in an intuitive flash. Life, Mrs. Woolf says, is confused,
chaotic; there is no general solution; each man has to create for
himself what unity he can. Clarissa strives for unity by giving her
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parties, and Richard by his work for the Albanians, or are they
Armenians? There is reality and there is appearance. The opening
of the novel deals with appearance — the elegant house in West
minster, the orderly household, the lovely day; then reality, in the
person of Septimus, intrudes itself; and one crosses London and
sees it chaotic, dispersed, diffuse. Mr. Daiches tells us that Mrs.
Dallowa) "is the presentation of a view of life. There is a suggestion
throughout that the experiences of individuals combine to form
a single indeterminate whole, and that wisdom is the recognition
of this. Her characters are shown as reaching their moments of
greatest insight when they perceive life as that 'luminous halo' which
Virginia Woolf in her own person declared it to be."8
Here is Clarissa Dalloway's last luminous moment, the moment
when she identifies herself with Septimus Warren Smith:
The young man had killed himself; but she did not pity him; with the
clock striking the hour, one, two, three, she did not pity him, with all this
going on. . . . The words came to her, Fear no more the heat of the sun.
She must go back to them. But what an extraordinary night! She felt somehow
very like him — the young man who had killed himself. She felt glad that
he had done it; thrown it away. The clock was striking. The leaden circles
dissolved in the air. He made her feel the beauty; made her feel the fun.
But she must go back. She must assemble. She must find Sally and Peter.
And she came in from the little room.
One of the basic questions in Virginia Woolf, as I have already
noted, is whether or not the life of passion and the life of reason can
ever be combined. Mr. Bernard Blackstone says that the question
never really find an answer, but I think myself that Virginia Woolf
suggests a tentative solution. Clarissa has gone up into the "tower,'
leaving the others "blackberrying in the sun." Richard exists "below,'
in the life of passion and turmoil. How are they to reach one
another? Perhaps through love. It is love that sends the prosaic
Richard home from Lady Bruton's luncheon — love for Clarissa
which he cannot bring himself to state to her in so many words;
but she feels it; she knows he loves her. And that is her link, too,
with Peter Walsh. But the link with Peter and with Septimus is
through terror, also — and terror can be met only by courage and ob
stinacy. Clarissa thinks, standing at her party watching the old lady
across the street go to bed.
Then (she had felt it only this morning) there was the terror; the over
whelming incapacity, one's parents giving it into one's hands, this life, to
be lived to the end, to be walked with serenely; there was in the depths of
her heart an awful fear.
8. Daiches, op. at.; p. 73.
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And a little later Peter Walsh has his last moment of illumination,
and he and Clarissa are shown finally in their mutual relationship:
What is this terror? what is this ecstasy? he thought to himself. What
is it that fills me with extraordinary excitement?
It is Clarissa, he said.
For there she was.
These last words, there she was," he has thought before; Clarissa
seems almost to exist for Peter in this sentence. Hard she is, a little
at least, selfish, but kind, and loving; this is Clarissa; there she is;
and so Peter has his moment. Clarissa is appearance — the smiling,
insincere, frivolous London hostess — but she is also reality — the
intuiting, perceiving woman; and through her Peter has a brief
vision of truth, such as she has had through Septi mus.
The life of passion and the life of detachment. These words may
be equated, I think, with two other words: "matter" and "mind."
E. M. Forster, in a Rede Lecture that he gave shortly after Mrs.
Woolf s death, shed some light on the problem of life as she sees
it when he ended the lecture with these words:
And sometimes it is as a row of little silver cups that I see her work
gleaming. These trophies," the inscription runs, "were won by the mind
from matter, its enemy and its friend."
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VISION AND ELEGY
(for R. M. Rilke, d. 1926)
'Lieblos und ohne Gott! der Weg ist schaurig,
Der Zugwind in den Gassen kalt; und du?
Die ganze Welt ist zum Verzweifeln traurig.'
(Lenau)

I went nearby the lake almost at dark.
Little sharp flames of rain had made their mark
On ashy pyres of leaves built rather high,
For such a frail construction, in the sky
Of evening, possibly two feet or so;
And near the locust bushes down below
The lake and farther down from the bare house,
The grasses stirred to let a kitten pass
And probe for mice. I found remains of those
Mice whom the storm had left: small bones of rose,
Bits of pink flesh, fragments of rodent fur,
Quivering balefully underneath the whir
Of wind that lopped leaves' heads into the brook
Feeding the lake. The mist bothered my book,
Along with troubling my straining eyes.
The small adversity had made me wise
To seek across the poems in my hand,
Before the dissolution of the light;
And quiet I stood on the small spread of land,
Whose only moisture was the mist; of night,
And tiny spitting shafts of slanted rain
Fired from the bows of gods hid in soft clouds.
I touched the pages and began again
To chant the quiet music of the gods
In German, something about little death,
And how he would not lug a heavy sword
To stab my throat as though it were a sheath;
How he was only bearer of a word
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I knew once as a child, but had forgotten,
Along with the rich odor of the rotten
Apples that used to knit the veils of autumn
In hollows of my life; how down the bottom
Below a mill of my acquaintance I
Would now and then watch a brown dryad die
Among the corpses of dark wind-clawed trees,
As though to die were nothing but the last
Breath one may take, or else the final note
Of a string work one builds upon the past,
Whose resolution's the exhaling throat.
The Rilke poems died away like these.
A breeze's prow went carving through the lake,
And then though wide awake I closed my eyes,
A final glance at poetry to take.
Yet suddenly the lake became a sea,
My easy Warnock wind a storm-bruised free
Gust over water, and the pebbles at my feet,
Great boulders riding a huge continent,
Among whose shoals blind shells made distant moans
That finally converged on smaller stones,
And then receded as the waves withdrew
Seaward with the late calling of one crow.
I climbed the crumbling stones upon that coast,
And saw the mist withdrawing like a ghost
Who flees a hollow room. The spot I made
Was built like an unnatural colonnade
Set before architraves of granite hacked
And smoothed and by dark splatters of rain blacked.
The wind wiped long loose fringes of foam away
Prom the shore's edge below, and set a gray
Disturbance shocking along wires of cloud,
That knit the sky together in a shroud.
This was the place for Rilke. There was a black
Circle carven geometrically by the track
"at led down shoreward by a similar path,
And I could still see keen fire cut a swath
Some two feet wide out of the gutted night
Cowering great canvases over the sight;
A vacuous and imaginary light,
M°t like the real and searing flame that bore
tself in his head's cavern years before.

* .
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After some hours phosphor soared down the dark;
Hatched luminous eggs on the west sea edge, stark
And open like sore wounds upon the world;
And boiling water drew far back and hurled
Foam shells at padded targets in the sky;
Wracked wind surveyed the shadows with a cry
Momentary, then muted: the star-bombed earth
And sea lay rich as death with never a dearth
Of bones and rocks and skeletal ribs of roughen
ing water, as though a gorgeous ebony coffin
Had been laid open disrespectfully,
During a heavy burial ceremony,
By grim impassioned eunuchs standing round
A circled pyre upon sepulchral ground:
Cold men aroused, by a funereal spree
With death's harem, to lay a shroud on the sea
And land that were forever to lie dead.
I would not speak. I was not comforted.
I watched the pocked planet spin with desire,
And Rilke's ghost appeared.
I thought of fire,
A butterfly's wing, perhaps, burning in sun
On August days; of swifts on sunbeams spun;
Of dawn's white fire skimming cows' frosted stalls;
Of bees burned by cruel schoolboys near white walls;
Even of a match's temporary glow,
Blooming its orange petals on the low
Waters of twilit smoke and islanded piles
In a chaotic brickyard where the tiles
Loomed like old boxes purple with carcasses
Tired butchers would not gash.
But on the seas
There was no fire; pistils bloomed black instead
Below; night interrupted me with lead
Bombings of waves and shrieks of the wind giant,
Who thumped his chest and groaned as the gray pliant
Fires of the phosphor star sank into hell
Beyond, as voices die in a shore shell.
A fine-toothed current of air combed my loose hairs,
As undertakers may arrange the dead,
Who, left alone, review themselves in mirrors.
The poet's warm ghost turned to me and said:
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The world s one Hand is fleshed, spread out in bones
Of stars and ribs of water jutting like spoons
On a used table where millions have eaten;
Then have they rushed for town, fallen and beaten
Their skulls in riots over the alluring ghost
Of love, who like a mouse is all but lost,
And caught eventually by the feline death,
The gentle carrier of a purring word,
The mewing lungs that suck the mouse's breath,
And leave its fur to dry and lie in a box
As does a lock of a young girl's brown hair;
Or grind itself to air in windy rocks.
His breath steamed. Waves wove through the marine air
The boiling water drew far back and hurled
The rosy bones of nations on the land;
And then receded down the sprinkled sand,
That faded as the dawn's thin phosphor faded
Seaward; the sea and star were children with their fingers
inter-curled,
Who into silence waded.
I closed my eyes again to ask him why
Death was only a little one to him;
And yet to me a shock through the rude sky,
Or a giant in an apocalyptic dream.
He turned away again and said to me:
I am a tree before my own background,
My forest is the west that with no sound
Shadows the limbs of all my songs and me.
The wind drew back his ghost into the sea.
The wind drew back my ghost into the lake.
The morning twilight faded off my lake;
And voices at its edges were awake,
To lead me home by sound. There only were,
Below the overtones of musical air,
he flippings of foam-nettings as they drifted
nto the wharves of stone that lightly rifted
eaf derelicts and sheltered them for pyres
omorrow would engender into fires,
omorrow evening would be twilight lit
y leaves like these. To stroke the infinite
w/th broken fingernails as on hard stone,
ould be the work of leaves that I had known,
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And so the fate of visions I had seen.
Corpses of shadows moldered in the green
Hollows, and fell to nothing as I went
Down the briared path and into my back yard,
Beneath the crumbling clusters of the sky.
There'd been a book of verses to be read;
The poet I had known was plainly dead;
The Warnock valley sundered from the night.
With rude bucolic visions unperfected,
But with the proper kitchen key selected,
I turned the doorknob and let in some light.
—James Wright

SONNET
Suicide is death as Pierrot;
The world his Columbine. But lack of love
Inspires no lovely song, nor sorrows move
To truth this unregenerate domino.
Though motley his wear, false Arlecchino,
His heartless masque of the sad clown reproves
All mirth with antic tic. No joke above,
A jump obliterates his hoax below.
Poor show. Unnatural jest. What maddened bird
Or beast or fish would violate its life,
Save the salmon that dies to act its birth?
What man, save Christ, who died to save us from death?
No man, but a mock-Christ-and-Pilate self,
Who nails, washing hands, himself to his boards.
—Lloyd Parks
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ALVIN
by Edgar Doctorow
While he was squeezing the paste out and onto his toothbrush,
Alvin heard the screech. He couldn't look for it through the window,
because the windows where he lived faced only the fire escapes on
the back of another apartment house. So after he finished with his
brushing, and got his shoelaces tied and his orange juice drunk, and
after he heard instructions not to scrape his elbows or scuff his shoes,
he hurried downstairs.
Outside, Alvin looked up and down the block. On the corner,
next to the subway stairs, the newsstand man was getting his papers
ready for the people, who in a little while, would be coming out of
the houses and going down into the subway. Otherwise the street
was empty. Alvin couldn't see anything that might have made the
screech.
He picked up an ice-cream stick that was lying on the sidewalk
nght next to his feet, and balanced it on one finger after another.
Alvin liked this part of the day. It was not yet hot. Even though
it was already very sunny, it was still cool. Especially in the shade on
his side of the street. The coolness sort of made him itch all around
his knees. Later the shade would get smaller and disappear. Then
it was hot and bright, and the pavement burned when he touched it
with his hand or kneeled on it. But now, it was still cool.
He scratched his knees and all around them with the stick that
he had picked up. Then he decided to look for more sticks so that
if the water wagon came around, he could have a boat race right
afterwards. During his searching, he saw one of those black ants
that run so fast, scoot down a crack in the cement. By the time he
came up to the fire hydrant around the block, he had three sticks —
none of them broken. And right up against the curb, under the part
of the hydrant that stuck out a little ways over the gutter, was Mrs.
Markey's dog.
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At first Alvin didn't know who it was. There was just some
reddish brown hair that he saw. Then, when he leaned over the top
of the hydrant, he recognized that it was Buttons. Buttons liked
Alvin. Once when Mrs. Markey had to go away somewhere, she
brought Buttons over to stay at his house. He gave Buttons ham
burger and graham crackers. Mrs. Markey said that Buttons ate
everything but dog biscuits. He never needed a leash either, because
he listened to whatever you told him. He was even able to go out
by himself. Whenever you patted him, he wagged his tail.
Buttons' eyes were half out of his head. His whole body was
flat. His rear legs were twisted back and sticking up in the air. There
was blood around his nose and mouth, and where his paws were, it
was all crushed.
Alvin straightened up and threw his ice-cream sticks into the
gutter. He stood a second, and then turned and ran as fast as he could
around the corner and all the way back to his house. When he came
into the hall, he was out of breath, and there was the mailman putting
the mail into the boxes. Because it was dark at the end of the hall,
a little light was turned on so that the mailman could see the names.
Alvin stopped and watched him plunk the letters into one box and
then another. Usually, after the mailman left, Alvin saw if anything
was in their box: he'd go upstairs for the key if there was something.
Stair clumping was what Alvin liked to do. The up and down part
of each step was hollow, and so if you kicked it with your toe as
you walked up the flights, it made a clump sound. And it echoed
way up to the roof. But he was too hot in the hall, so he went outside
again.
He looked around. The sidewalk had lines in it. He tried to keep
from stepping on the lines, but it didn't work, because he missed
so many times. He saw a bottle cap and started to use it as a checker,
but it wouldn't slide — it kept turning over. He kicked it away. Then
for a while, he tried spinning himself around very quickly till every
thing waved and tilted at him and then settled. He sat down against
the side of the house. His hands were sticky.
The mailman came out of the front door and curved right into the
next one on the block. The sun was getting to be higher. A truck
passed by.
After a while, Alvin got up and walked along. And soon he
found himself back where the dog was. He crouched down with his
chin almost on his knees and his hands holding his shoes. Buttons
did have a funny walk. His feet always clicked along very quickly
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and he could stop very suddenly to smell something, and then without
getting up a start, they would be clicking along very quickly again.
He could smell Buttons' dog smell. When he used to pat But
tons, he had always smelled that same smell on his hands. He
reached out and touched him. The hair felt damp. He touched But
tons nose. It wasn't cold as it should be. Buttons really used to
sneeze — just like a person — when you rubbed his nose. It probably
made him itch. After Alvin pulled his hand away, his finger had a
little wet smear of red on it. He wiped it off on his shirt. When he
rubbed his mouth, some of the sweat from his hand got on his lips
and tasted salty. Crouched up like he was, he heard himself breathing,
and he could smell his own skin. He used to like to feel the inside of
Buttons ears. They were pink on the inside and it was warm and
very fuzzy and soft. He moved forward, put his feet over the side
walk, and sat down on the curb. He didn't feel like doing anything.
The sun was very yellow. There was nothing in the sky. It was
just blue. A woman wheeled a baby carriage back and forth in front
of the house across the street. Some windows in the houses were open,
and there were pillows and cushions out on a lot of the fire escapes.
Down the block, the janitor was hosing the small hedges that were
right under the ground floor windows. Once in a while, the sun
caught in a window pane and flashed for a moment. Everything
was very still.
He sat there for a long time. Finally, he got up. Mrs. Markey
was probably not in her house now, because she worked, so he
walked towards his house. He didn't go in the front door. He went
down the alley to the side entrance, and into the cellar. It was dark
in the cellar, and it smelled musty. He knew where the super always
kept a big pile of old newspapers. When he found it, he took some
°ff and walked out again. Then he headed back to where he sat.
It was really hot. Now was when you could make dents in the
gutter by kicking down with your heel, because the sun made the
tar so s°ft. When he reached the hydrant, he put the papers down,
and spread them out. Then he took some of them and stepped into
gutter, and slid them and pushed them till they were under
uttons. After that, he took the rest of the papers and put th em on
top of Buttons. Now there was a big bump under the papers. It
ooked like somebody under the covers. Alvin got down on his
nces and folded and rolled the corners so that it became sort of like
a tag. Then, very carefully, he lifted Buttons up. It wasn't heavy
at all. There was a wet spot where Buttons had been lying.
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Holding the bundle carefully in front of him, Alvin began to
walk to that empty lot that was on the same street as the grocery
store. He used to play there sometimes. It was about three blocks
away, and when he was almost there, the newspaper began to get
wet and some of it got on his hands. The lot was all grown with
weeds and it had old tin cans and other things like that lying around.
Alvin walked to the middle of the lot, and there, right among
some junk and a rubber tire and some garbage, he put Buttons
down. He rubbed his hands dry in the dirt. Then he ran out onto
the sidewalk and started home. When he reached his house he felt
much better. He climbed upstairs. It was probably almost time for
lunch.
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A MUSICAL INTERLUDE
by Richard Gibson
That morning he had not gotten up early. He had lain for a
long time on the verge of sleep, trying to ignore the strong spring
like beams of winter sun that penetrated his partially closed eyes.
Then a strange feeling came upon him, made its way into his vitals,
came upon him unawares and he was dazed, as though suddenly
stabbed in the back.
After hurriedly dressing, he fixed himself a meagre breakfast,
but his hunger was not for food, rather, of all things, he had a craving
lor music. He left the table, let the dirty dishes lie there, and went
into the living room, stood many moments before the record cabinet.
He knew he must choose, and choice was difficult with his ears aching
from the cacophony of the many albums clamoring to be heard.
He placed the records upon the phonograph turntable, and, in
a long second, was delivered into rapture. Naturally, he was much
annoyed when the bell rang and he had to stop the phonograph and
go to the door. He found there a young woman. She smiled and
came in without saying a word. In the living room, she seated herself
at one end of the couch and then she explained that she had come
to listen to some music. He assured her he was delighted, although
he could not recall who she was or even if he had ever met her before.
When she asked what he was playing, he told her, and she
rowned and said she would much rather hear the quartet of some
obscure composer. After she had begun to describe the beauties of
the work, he hated to tell her he did not have it in his collection.
When he did, she insisted he was mistaken, that he had to have it.
hhe demanded that he look for it, and so to humor her — though
e was not quite certain why he should want to humor her — he
^er»t and cursorily searched the dusty shelves. Where the album
ad come from, he could not even guess.
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They listened to the first two movements of the quartet — fruit
lessly for him as his mind was now far from the music. He found
himself able to pay attention only to her, to stare cautiously at her,
cautiously because he noticed she was becoming somewhat bashful. It
was then she said she would have to leave when the quartet was over.
It was then he was certain it was she and not the music that he needed;
he knew he must keep her there.
When the third movement had ended, he stopped the phonograph
and told her he would get them some refreshments. She protested,
but he said he could not let her leave without a little snack. He went
into the bathroom and fumbled a moment in the medicine cabinet.
Later, when he was certain she was not watching, he poured a bit
of the drug into her tea. He was sure that it would do the trick.
He watched expectantly as she lifted the cup from the serving
tray and sipped a little tea. His delight rose when he observed what
he thought were her first reactions to the drug. He started the
phonograph again and they heard the opening strains of a triumphant
final movement. Slowly he had edged across the couch, and he was
about to put his arm around her waist when she stood up and said
she was going. At first, he was more puzzled than dejected.
She went toward the door, then halted, and gazed out one of
the windows. The sky was overcast, it seemed it would soon begin
to snow. She opened the window and said it would be quicker for her
to go down by the fire escape. He thought he no longer cared what
she did, yet as soon as she was out of sight, his thoughts all attacked
him and, when he was no longer able to control himself, he rushed
out of the window after her.
She was nowhere in sight. He found himself falling, there had
been no fire escape. This did not disturb him, but the knowledge
of his loss of her did. He knew he was in love. So great was his
despair, he fell for all eternity.
(Spring, 1949)
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Backs to the Wall
Value:
A Cooperative Inquiry
Edited by Ray Lepley.
Contributors: H. D. Aiken, C. E.
Ayres, John Dewey, A. C. Garnett,
G. R. Geiger, L. E. Hahn, B. E.
Jessup, H. N. Lee, Ray Lepley,
E. T. Mitchell, Charles Morris,
D. H. Parker, S. C. Pepper, & P. B.
Rice. Columbia University Press,
New York, 1949. $6.00.
An object may become precious
in a surprising variety of ways. Only
one of these has to do with affec
tionate regard and free, tender feel
ings. This is the testimony of a
group of fourteen eminent philoso
phers who collaborated to find out
the whole truth about values. The
challenge came from John Dewey
who, some six years ago, posed
four fundamental questions about
values and valuation. This stood
value theorists up with their backs
to the wall, and they decided that
their way out was by means of a
cooperative inquiry. The two main
issues to be resolved concerned the
conditions in which values occur on
the one hand, and the method con
doling evaluations or judgments
( nowledge) of value on the other.
s own position on these
counts is his well-known instrumenta
which features a "function°r behavioral treatment of con
scious
processes including thought,
erefore rejecting introspection
*lth its "inner" states. And since
e associates intrinsic value with
trospected value, he also rejects
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the traditional distinction between
intrinsic and extrinsic values, in
favor of general process or purpos
ive striving — called "conation" by
philosophers. In short, he stresses a
conative theory of value, whose
dramatis personae are Messrs. Ac
tivity, Public Observation, and Consummatory Phrase (the consumma
tion of a striving). As for value, it
stretches out to qualify the whole
process, both the strivings and the
terminal phases of satisfaction. We
enjoy and prize the activity and the
attainment, where the situation is
under the control of natural intel
ligence. Values occur only as objects
of scientifically confirmable judg
ments of value. Thus are the class
ical distinctions between objective
and subjective, public and private,
extrinsic and intrinsic, external and
internal, blurred if not quite deleted.
Though Dewey has staunch sup
porters in this volume, they tend,
on the whole, to be less successful
than his opposition under the lead
ership of our own Philip Rice and
of Henry Aiken of Harvard. As
these two gentlemen contribute the
first and last essays in the alphabet
ized volume, so do their opinions
stand out as Alpha and Omega of
wisdom about its issues. After
judiciously agreeing with Dewey
and his disciples that knowledge
about value is expressed in state
ments that stand or fall by the
general tests for propositions in any
science, they go on to remind him
how this, upon occasion, very natu-
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rally involves an appeal to intro
spective evidence. One may imme
diately (introspectively) experience
or feel the value-tone emerging out
of a situation as an inner and private
possession. Mr. Rice persuades one,
moreover, that such immediate and
private possessions are the only in
trinsic values — the values which,
in the final analysis, confer worth
upon all other kinds. The others are
extrinsic or instrumental means to
the end of intrinsically valuable
experiences. Thus we have an affec
tive theory of value reinstated, with
Dewey's conations demoted to sub
serving the "inner joy" of fruition.
All this, in effect, re-establishes the
more traditional categories and dis
tinctions of value theory, while re
jecting Dewey's curious notion that
no values are experienced without
value judgment.
By a learned bit of recent neu
rology and physiology, Mr. Rice
puts his affective theory of value on
a scientific foundation, showing
how, especially in the case of the hu
man organism, much stimulation
from the outside is consummated,
n°t in muscular outlet and overt
action, but in the higher nerve centers themselves. This, he believes, is
the condition for the emergence of
intrinsic value as positive or negatlve flings in the organism. Some
his readers who sympathize with
s philosophy of value will be bew'ldered by this alleged evidence of
nene and muscle under the microHe himself wisely notices
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that "we can, fortunately, recognize
the value fact itself when it occurs,
even though we are largely ignorant
of its precise (physiological) con
ditions." So one is left with the im
pression that the kind of point at
issue, on this level of theory of
value, might have been made with
out the excursion into the subcuta
neous chemistry and physics of the
body. But it never hurt anyone to
know as much as possible about
everything, and Mr. Rice is to be
complimented for his encyclopedic
interest and grasp, the lack of which
is, unfortunately, so characteristic
of most philosophers.
The volume ends with criticisms
and rejoinders by the authors, which
round it out into as meaty a sym
posium on value as exists anywhere
between two covers.
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